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Abstract
This paper investigates noisy graph-based semi-supervised learning or community detec-
tion. We consider the Stochastic Block Model (SBM), where, in addition to the graph obser-
vation, an oracle gives a non-perfect information about some nodes’ cluster assignment. We
derive the Maximum A Priori (MAP) estimator, and show that a continuous relaxation of the
MAP performs almost exact recovery under non-restrictive conditions on the average degree
and amount of oracle noise. In particular, this method avoids some pitfalls of several graph-
based semi-supervised learning methods such as the flatness of the classification functions,
appearing in the problems with a very large amount of unlabeled data.
Keywords: community detection, semi-supervised learning, graph-based methods, stochas-
tic block model.
1 Introduction
Semi-supervised learning (SSL)—employing labeled and unlabeled data simultaneously in a clas-
sification task—has been shown experimentally to give very good results, outperforming unsu-
pervised methods or supervised methods that would use none or only the available labeled data
for training [CSZ06].
Semi-supervised methods for classification tasks often rely on optimization frameworks; we
refer to [CSZ06, AMGS12] for an overview of those techniques. Initially, [ZGL03] proposed to
minimize a well chosen energy function under the constraint of keeping the labeled nodes’ values
fixed. This hard constraint can lead to bad performances if the oracle reveals false information.
Consequently, [BMN04] and [ZBL+04] introduced an extra loss term in the energy function that
makes it possible for the prediction to differ from the labeled information. Nonetheless, it has
also been observed that, in some settings, the solution of popular SSL-frameworks was flat, hence
making consistent classification impossible. It is especially the case in the limit of infinite amount
of unlabeled data [NSZ09], and in the large dimension limit [MC18].
To emphasis the latter remark, we show in Figure 1 the accuracy obtained by Label Spreading,
a popular SSL-method [ZBL+04], and Spectral Clustering with Normalized Laplacian, see e.g.,
[VL07], in synthetic Stochastic Block Model (SBM) graphs. We use SBM as it is a benchmark
random graph model with clustered structure. We see in Figure 1 that, even with a decent num-
ber of labeled nodes, a standard semi-supervised learning method (Label Spreading) is greatly
outperformed by its unsupervised variant (Spectral Clustering). It is disappointing that on the
benchmark model, a method using more information gives worse accuracy.
In order to rectify such unsatisfying performance, a proper minimization framework for graph-
based semi-supervised learning should involve three terms: an energy function for learning with
all the data available, a regularization term to avoid a flat solution, and a loss term to penalize a
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Figure 1: Accuracy (proportion of correctly predicted labels) achieved by different clustering al-
gorithms as a function of the percentage of labeled nodes. Results are averaged over 50 SBM
graphs of 1500 nodes, with two clusters, and intra-cluster (resp., inter-cluster) edge probability
0.03 (resp., 0.02). Error bars show the empirical standard error. The oracle is perfect, and the ac-
curacy is computed on the nodes not labeled by the oracle. Algorithm 1 is the algorithm presented
in this paper.
solution that differ too much from the labeled information (while allowing for difference if the
labeled data is noisy).
In the first part of this work, we will show that these three terms naturally arise in the deriva-
tion of the Maximum A Priori (MAP) estimator of SBM labels, where for each node, a faulty
oracle reveals the correct community label, or an incorrect community label, or nothing, with
some probabilities. In the second part of the work, we establish a bound on the ratio of misclas-
sified nodes for a continuous relaxation of the MAP, and show that this ratio goes to zero if the
average degree diverges and if the oracle is very accurate (see Corollary 3.7 for a rigorous state-
ment). As a result, almost exact recovery is guaranteed, even when a part of the side information
is incorrect.
Let us mention previous works on SSL learning on SBM-type graphs. The works [VSGA11,
ZMZ14] suggested that the detection threshold in the constant average degree regime may dis-
appear when a constant fraction of the labeled nodes is revealed. Similarly, [KACS17] showed
that in the presence of non-trivial side-information, a SSL variation of Belief Propagation can
find a hidden community in an Erdo˝s-Rényi graph, even below the unsupervised case threshold.
Recently, [CLR20] showed that a weighted message passing algorithm can achieve detection and
almost exact recovery with a vanishing number of labeled nodes. However, [SN18] showed that
revealing a fraction of the node labels does not improve the exact recovery threshold for SBM
in denser regimes. Thus, one could ask if one could discard all the side information and use
just unsupervised algorithms. Of course, wasting potentially valuable information is not entirely
satisfactory.
Moreover, the unsupervised optimal algorithms for SBM are often specifically designed to
work for the SBM graphs [GMZZ17, YP14]. Hence, we would like to emphasis that, while our
framework comes from continuous relaxation of the MAP for SBM, it is not explicitly tailored-
made for SBM. In particular, our work bears a significant similarity to a recent work by [MC19],
where, in order to avoid the score flatness of semi-supervised methods, the authors proposed to
center the adjacency matrix before performing semi-supervised clustering. They showed experi-
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mental validation on real data sets, as well as theoretical guarantees for a Gaussian mixture when
both the dimension d and the number of nodes n go to infinity with the ratio n/d remaining con-
stant. This “random matrix regime” might not be quite realistic, as gathering new data should
not increase the dimension of previously collected data. Our derivations, in a different setting
(different, graph-based model and noisy oracle), show that this centering technique comes from a
relaxation of the MAP-estimator and the centering can be replaced by a proper regularization.
The paper is structured as follow. The model is introduced in Section 2, along with the deriva-
tion of the MAP estimator (Subsection 2.2). A continuous relaxation of the MAP is presented in
Section 3 as well as the guarantee of its convergence to the true community structure (Subsec-
tion 3.4). Some proofs are postponed to the Appendix, as we leave in the main text only those we
consider important to the material exposition.
The present paper is a follow-up work on [AD19]. However, there are very important develop-
ments. In [AD19] we have only established almost exact recovery for a specific Label Spreading
algorithm with a linear number of labeled nodes [AD19, Assumption 3]. In the present work, we
theoretically derive a new algorithm which outperforms Label Spreading on SBM. In the present
work we also investigate the effect of noisy labeled data, and we allow a potentially sublinear
number of labeled nodes.
2 MAP estimator in a noisy semi-supervised setting
2.1 Model and notations
Let G = (V,E) be a Symmetric Stochastic Block Model (SSBM) random graph, with n nodes
and with the intra-cluster (resp., inter-cluster) edge probability equal to pin (resp., pout). Recall
that an SSBM(n, pin, pout) is constructed as follow. Firstly, the node set V := {1, . . . , n} is
splitted into 2 clusters such that each node is assigned to cluster 1 or to cluster 2 uniformly
at random. We will denote σ0 ∈ {−1; 1}n the ground truth vector corresponding to the nodes’
labels. Then, given σ0, for each unordered pair of nodes (i, j), we add an edge with probability pin
if σ0i = σ
0
j , and with probability pout if σ
0
i 6= σ0j . The edges are formed independently of each
other.
Unsupervised learning or community detection in SBM is the problem of recovering the latent
partition σ0, only from a single observation of the random graph model. We study here the noisy
semi-supervised setting. More precisely, we assume that, in addition to the observation of the
graph, an oracle gives us extra information about the cluster assignment of some nodes. This can
be represented as a vector S of size n × 1, whose entries Sj are independent and distributed as
follows:
Sj =

+σ0j with probability η,
−σ0j with probability θ,
0 otherwise.
(1)
In other words, the oracle reveals the correct cluster assignment of node j with probability η, and
false cluster assignment with probability θ. It reveals nothing with probability 1 − η − θ. The
quantity Pr(Sj = −σ0j |Sj 6= 0) is the rate of mistake of the oracle (i.e., the probability that
the oracle reveals a false information given that it reveals something), and is equal to θ/(η + θ).
As expected, the oracle is informative if this quantity is less than 1/2, which is equivalent to the
condition η > θ. In the following, we will always assume that the oracle is informative.
Given a graph G = (V,E), we denote by A its adjacency matrix, by D the diagonal matrix
of nodes’ degrees and by L = D−A the standard Laplacian. Given the oracle information S, we
denote by L the set {i ∈ V : Si 6= 0} of labeled nodes, that is the set of nodes for which the oracle
gives a prediction, correct or not. Respectively, U := V \L is the set of unlabeled nodes. For a
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vector X ∈ Rn×1, we will denote by Xℓ := (Xi)i∈L (resp., Xu) the sub-vector corresponding
to the values of X for the labeled (resp., unlabeled) nodes. For a matrixM ∈ Rn×n, we use the
block notations
M =
(
Muu Muℓ
Mℓu Mℓℓ
)
to partition it with respect to the labeled and unlabeled data.
2.2 MAP estimator for semi-supervised recovery in SBM
Our goal is to infer σ0 based on the observation of the graph and the oracle information. The
reconstruction of σ0 is said to be exact if almost surely, when n goes to infinity, every node is
correctly labeled. In statistical terms, it means we have a strongly consistent estimator of σ0. The
estimator that is known ( see e.g., [Iba99]) to be optimal (in the sense that if it fails, any other
estimator will also fail) for this problem is the Maximum A Priori (MAP) estimator, defined by
σMAP := argmax
σ∈{−1;1}n
Pr(σ |G,S). (2)
The probability is taken conditionally on everything we have observed: the graphG and the oracle
information S.
In unsupervised setting the clusters predicted by the MAP for SSBM are (B,Bc) where B is
the set of nodes minimizing the number of edges going from B to its complement Bc. That is,
argmin
B⊂V
|B|=n
2
Cut(B,G)
with Cut(B,G) :=
∑
i∈B
∑
j∈Bc
aij . The condition |B| = n2 restricts the clusters to size n2 . Taking
out the latter condition leads to solutions with clusters of unbalanced sizes, and methods like
RatioCut or NormalizedCut were developed to avoid this issue [VL07]. The following Theorem
provides a different type of penalty term for solutions leading to clusters of unbalanced sizes. It
also extends the cut minimization to the semi-supervised setting, by adding a loss term to promote
solutions that agree with the oracle. This trade-off involves two factors τ and λ, which are fully
determined by the model parameters.
Theorem 2.1. Let G be a graph drawn from SSBM, with pin > pout > 0. Let S be the oracle
information, definded in (1). The MAP estimator, defined in (2), is given by
σMAP = argmin
σ∈{−1;1}n
Cut(Cσ1 , G)− τ |Cσ1 |.
(
n− |Cσ1 |
)
+ λ
∣∣∣{i ∈ V : Si 6= 0 and σi 6= Si}∣∣∣, (3)
where τ =
log
(1− pout
1− pin
)
log
(pin(1− pout)
pout(1− pin)
) and λ = log
(η
θ
)
log
(
pin(1− pout)
pout(1− pin)
) and Cσ1 = {i ∈ V : σi = 1}.
Furthermore, for a perfect oracle (θ = 0), this reduces to
σMAP = argmin
σ∈{−1;1}n
σℓ=Sℓ
Cut(Cσ1 , G)− τ |Cσ1 |.
(
n− |Cσ1 |
)
. (4)
Finally, in the unsupervised case θ = η = 0, we recover the MAP corresponding to a cut-
minimizer:
σMAP = argmin
σ∈{−1;1}n
Cut(Cσ1 , G) − τ |Cσ1 |.
(
n− |Cσ1 |
)
. (5)
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Before going to the proof, let us examine each term of the expression (3). The first term is the
standard cut. As noted previously, minimization of this term alone leads to unbalanced solutions.
But, such solutions are penalized by the regularization term |Cσ1 |.(n − |Cσ1 |). There is a trade-
off, governed by τ > 0, between having a minimal cut and having two clusters of similar size.
Finally, the last term penalizes solutions that do not agree with the oracle: for each labeled node
such that the prediction by the MAP contradicts the oracle, a penalty term λ > 0 is added. In
particular, when the oracle is uninformative, that is θ = η, then λ = 0 and the additional term in
expression (3) reduces to the unsupervised case of expression (5). Curiously, from the first sight,
it looks like the optimization formulation (3) comes from the techniques of Lagrange multipliers.
However, this is not the case, as the problem is discrete.
In the unsupervised scenario (or for an un-informative oracle), the minimization problem (5)
can be rewritten as
σMAP = argmin
σ∈{−1;1}n
Cut(Cσ1 , Gτ ) (6)
whereGτ is the modified graph based on the adjacency matrix Aτ := A−τ1n1Tn . Note that 1n1Tn
is the adjacency matrix of the complete graph (with self loops). This resembles the regularization
term proposed in several papers, and will be discussed later on (see also the Subsection 3.1).
We can also interpret the term Cut(Cσ1 , Gτ ) of expression (6) as a modularity quantity.
[NG04] defined the modularity asM(σ) =∑i,j(Aij − Pij)δσi,σj , where Pij = didj2|E| is the prob-
ability that an edge between i and j would occur if the graph were drawn under the configuration
model. Here, the corresponding null model is the Erdo˝s-Rényi random graph, with all expected
degrees equal to d = npin+pout2 ; hence Pij =
pin+pout
2 . Letting τ =
d
n means that minimizing
Cut(Cσ1 , Gτ ) =
∑
i,j(Aij − τ)1(σi 6= σj) amounts to maximizeM(σ) =
∑
i,j(Aij − τ)δσi,σj .
We note that in the unsupervised case, Theorem 2.1 proposes to maximize a generalized modu-
larity [New16] where Pij = τ , where the expression of τ is derived in Theorem 2.1.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. The Bayes formula gives
Pr(σ |G,S) ∝ Pr(G |σ, S) Pr(σ |S), (7)
where the proportionality symbol hides a Pr(G |S) term independent of σ. The term Pr(G |σ, S)
is called the likelihood, and the term Pr(σ |S) is the prior, i.e., the a priori information we have
about σ.
First, the likelihood term can be rewritten as
Pr(G |σ, S) = Pr(G |σ)
=
∏
1≤i<j≤n
(
p
Aij
in (1− pin)1−Aij
)δσi,σj
.
(
p
Aij
out(1− pout)1−Aij
)1−δσi,σj
= pNinin p
Nout
out (1− pin)N
c
in(1− pout)Ncout , (8)
where
Nin =
∑
i<j
1(σi = σj) Aij, Nout =
∑
i<j
1(σi 6= σj) Aij,
N cin =
(
|Cσ1 |
2
)
+
(
|Cσ2 |
2
)
−Nin, N cout = |Cσ1 |.|Cσ2 | −Nout,
is the number of edges and non-edges between nodes in same and different clusters (here the
clusters are the sets predicted by σ. Note that we denote Cσ1 := {i ∈ V : σi = 1} and Cσ2 :=
{i ∈ V : σi = −1}). Moreover,
Nin +Nout = |E|,
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where |E| is the total number of edges, and
N cin =
(
|Cσ1 |
2
)
+
(
|Cσ2 |
2
)
−Nin
=
(
n
2
)
− |Cσ1 |.|Cσ2 | −Nin.
Therefore, the likelihood term of equation (8) reduces to
Pr(G |σ, S) ∝
(
pout(1− pin)
pin(1− pout)
)Nout(1− pout
1− pin
)|Cσ
1
|.|Cσ
2
|
, (9)
where the proportionality hides the term
( pin
1− pin
)|E|
(1− pin)(
n
2
) independent of σ.
We also need to take into account the oracle information, given by the term Pr(σ |S) of
equation (7). We have
Pr(σ |S) =
n∏
i=1
Pr(σi |Si)
=
∏
i:σi=Si
η
η + θ
∏
i:σi=−Si
θ
η + θ
∏
i:Si=0
1
2
=
( η
η + θ
)∣∣{i∈V : Si=σi}∣∣ ( θ
η + θ
)∣∣{i∈V : σi=−Si}∣∣ (1
2
)|{i∈V :Si=0}
=
(θ
η
)∣∣{i∈V :σi=−Si}∣∣( η
η + θ
)∣∣{i∈V :Si 6=0}∣∣(1
2
)|{i∈V :Si=0}
, (10)
where we used
∣∣{i : σi = −Si}∣∣+ ∣∣{i : σi = Si}∣∣ = ∣∣{i : Si 6= 0}∣∣ in the last line.
Combining equations (9) and (10), yields
Pr(σ |G,S) ∝
(
pout(1− pin)
pin(1− pout)
)Nout(1− pout
1− pin
)|Cσ
1
|.|Cσ
2
|(θ
η
)∣∣{i: σi=−Si}∣∣
,
where the proportionality hides terms that do not depend on σ. Since the logarithmic function
is strictly increasing in its variable, the optimization problem of equation (2) is equivalent to
maximize
− log
(
pin(1− pout)
pout(1− pin)
)
Nout + log
(1− pout
1− pin
)
|Cσ1 |.|Cσ2 | − log
(η
θ
)∣∣{i : σi = −Si}∣∣. (11)
Note that pout < pin and θ < η, thus the three logarithms are positive. We see there is a balance
between minimizing the cut Nout, maximizing the product |Cσ1 |.|Cσ2 | (hence having the clusters
roughly of equal size), and respecting the community assignment given by the oracle (by letting∣∣{i : Si = −σi}∣∣ be small). The trade-off is governed by the constant logarithm factors. To get
the expression in (3), one can first see that maximizing (11) is equivalent to minimize
Nout − τ |Cσ1 |.|Cσ2 |+ λ
∣∣{i : σi = −Si}∣∣ (12)
where τ and λ are defined in the statement of the theorem. Finally, we obtain expression (3),
since Nout = Cut(C
σ
1 , G).
Let us now deal with the special cases. If θ = 0, from equation (10), Pr(σ |S) gives a non-
zero value if and only if
∣∣{i : σi = −Si}∣∣ = 0 (we use the standard convention 00 = 1). It means
that in the minimization problem, the only acceptable cluster assignments σ are those verifying
the constraint σi = Si for all i ∈ L. We are left with
argmin
σ∈{−1;1}n
σℓ=Sℓ
(
Nout − τ |Cσ1 |.|Cσ2 |
)
,
which is equivalent to equation (4). Moreover, if θ = η = 0, then we are left with a non-
informative prior
1
2n
, and we recover the unsupervised MAP estimator given in equation (5).
3 Almost exact recovery using continuous relaxation
Let us overview how we can establish almost exact recovery. As solving the MAP is NP-hard
[WW93], we perform a continuous relaxation in Subsection 3.1. Then, in Subsection 3.2, we
study the mean-field model (i.e., the expected graph). Finally, using concentration techniques
(Subsection 3.3), we derive a bound for the number of misclassified nodes in Subsection 3.4.
3.1 Continuous relaxation of the MAP
Proposition 3.1. A continuous relaxation of the minimization problem (3) is given by
X̂ = argmin
X∈Rn
||X||2=
√
n
−XTAτX + λ||S − PLX||22 (13)
where τ and λ are defined in Theorem 2.1, Aτ := A − τ1n1Tn and PL is the diagonal matrix
whose element (PL)i is 1 if Si 6= 0, and 0 otherwise. For a perfect oracle, this reduces to
X̂ = argmin
X∈Rn
Xℓ=Sℓ
||X||2=
√
n
−XTAτX. (14)
The proof of this proposition involves standard techniques and is relegated to Appendix A.1.
Modifying the adjacency matrix before clustering is a quite common procedure, both in un-
supervised and semi-supervised settings. In particular, [MC19] proposed to center the adjacency
matrix before performing semi-supervised clustering, in order to avoid the flatness of the solu-
tion. In our framework, this centering is replaced by substracting a term τ1n1
T
n from A. This
term corresponds to the adjacency matrix of the complete graph (with self-loops). It resembles
the regularization technique in the literature [ART10, ACBL13, JY16]. However, the difference
is towfold. First, regularization in the above mentioned references accounts for adding – and not
subtracting – a term τ > 0 to all the matrix elements of the adjacency matrix. Here the matrix
Aτ is similar to the modularity matrix [NG04]. Furthermore, regularization focuses on spectral
methods based on the normalized Laplacian L = In − D−1/2AD−1/2 [SB15]. In that case, the
correct eigenvector (that is, the one leading to a good clustering) tend to be lost among eigenvec-
tors localized on so called dangling trees. Indeed, [ZR18] showed that regularizing the graph by
adding a small weight τ between every node pair affects the dangling trees more than the bulk of
the graph, while keeping the graph clustering structure intact.
Since the matrixAτ is not positive semi-definite, the problem (13) is not convex. Nonetheless,
the Lagrange multipliers method (α being the Lagrange multiplier associated to the constraint
||X̂ || = √n) provides a lower bound on the solution of (13), which satisfies:(
αIn −Aτ + λPL
)
X̂ = λS, (15)
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and ||X̂ || = √n. In the case of a perfect oracle, Equation (15) becomes(
αIn −Aτ
)
uu
X̂u = (Aτ )uℓSℓ and X̂ℓ = Sℓ. (16)
In the rest of the paper, we will study the performances of the SSL method based on equa-
tion (15) (or (16)) as a clustering procedure (where the clusters are defined according to the sign
of the entries of X). While the value of α should be fully determined by the problem, finding it
is not convenient as it leads to non-linear equations. Therefore, in the following, α will be as a
parameter whose choice will be motivated by the theoretical analysis. For practical application,
this parameter α could also be considered as a hyper-parameter with possibility of tuning, e.g., by
cross-validation. We summarize the presented results in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: Semi-supervised learning with regularized adjacency matrix.
Input: Adjacency matrix, oracle information S, parameters τ and λ.
Output: Node labeling σ̂ ∈ {−1; 1}.
Let Aτ = A− τ1n1Tn , α = ||Aτ ||2.
Compute X as the solution of equation (15) (if λ <∞), or equation (16) (if λ =∞).
for i = 1, . . . , n do
If Xi > 0, set σ̂i = 1; otherwise, set σ̂i = −1.
Algorithm 1 requires the values of τ and λ, which are optimal in light of Theorem 2.1. Assume
that pin = cinpn and pout = coutpn, with cin, cout being constants. Then, from Theorem 2.1, we
have τ ≈ cin−coutlog(cin)−log(cout)pn. Hence τ is, up to a constant, of the order of the average degree
divided by n. Similarly, λ ≈ log(η)−log(θ)log(cin)−log(cout) . This heuristic guides the choice of the parameters.
3.2 Mean-field model
By the mean-field model, we mean the model where the random quantities are replaced by their
expected values. In particular, the mean-field graph becomes the weighted graph formed by the
expected adjacency matrix of an SBM graph. In all the following, the superscript MF will be
added to all quantities corresponding to the the mean-field model.
Let 1n (resp., 0n) denote the column vector of size n×1with all entries equal to one (resp., to
zero). Without loss of generality and for the purpose of more transparent analysis, we implicitly
assume that the first n2 nodes are in cluster 1, and the next
n
2 are in cluster 2. Therefore,
AMF := EA = ZBZT ,
where
B =
(
pin pout
pout pin
)
and Z =
(
1n/2 0n/2
0n/2 1n/2
)
.
We consider the case where diagonal elements of EA are not zeros. This corresponds to a def-
inition of SBM, where we can have diagonal edges (i, i) with probability pin, allowing for the
presence of self-loops. Nonetheless, we could set the diagonal elements of EA to zeros and our
results would still hold at the expense of cumbersome expressions.
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Proposition 3.2. The mean-field solution of equation (15) with α = ||Aτ ||2 leads, for λ 6= 0, to
a vector XMF , whose elements are given by
XMFi =

γ1 :=
−λ+ (1− 2s)αMF
λ+ αMF
σ0i , if i ∈ ℓ and Si 6= σ0i ,
γ2 :=
λ+ (1− 2s)αMF
λ+ αMF
σ0i , if i ∈ ℓ and Si = σ0i ,
δi := (1− 2s)σ0i , otherwise,
where s = θθ+η is the error rate of the oracle and α
MF = n2 (pin − pout) is the mean-field value
of α. Moreover, if λ = 0, we recover the results of spectral clustering, namely, XMF ∝ σ0.
Let us postpone the proof of Proposition 3.2 to Appendix A.2, and state the following corol-
lary.
Corollary 3.3. Consider the mean-field SSBM(n, pin, pout) and an oracle with information S.
• If the oracle is informative, then Algorithm 1 correctly classifies all the unlabeled nodes as
well as the correctly labeled nodes. The wrongly labeled nodes will be correctly recovered
by Algorithm 1 if λ < (1− 2s)αMF .
• If the oracle is uninformative, then the unlabeled nodes will be mis-classified as well as the
wrongly labeled nodes. The correctly labeled nodes will be correctly classified by Algo-
rithm 1 only if λ > (2s − 1)αMF .
Proof. A node i is correctly classified if the sign of XMFi is equal to the sign of σ
0
i . From the
expression of XMFi computed in Proposition 3.2, this is the case if:
• 1− 2s > 0 and if the node i is not labeled;
•
λ+ (1− 2s)αMF
λ+ αMF
> 0 and if node i is correctly labeled by the oracle. In particular, since
λ > 0 and α > 0, this condition is always verified if the oracle is informative.
•
−λ+ (1− 2s)αMF
λ+ αMF
> 0 and if i is mislabeled. This condition leads to λ < (1−2s)αMF .
3.3 Concentration around the mean field
Theorem 3.4. Let d = n pin+pout2 be the average degree of the graph. The relative Euclidean
distance between the solution X of equation (15) with α = ||Aτ || and its mean field value XMF
converges in probability to zero. More precisely, w.h.p., we can find a constant C > 0 such that:
||X −XMF ||
||XMF || ≤
C
1−
√
1− 4(θ + η) λ αMF
(λ+αMF )2
.
√
d
αMF + λ
,
where αMF = n pin−pout2 .
Before proceeding to the proof, let us make a few remarks:
• If d = o
(
log n
)
, the same result holds if we replace the matrix Aτ by A
′
τ = A
′ − τ1n1Tn ,
where A′ is the adjacency matrix of the graph after reducing the weights on the edges
incident to the high degree vertices. We refer to [LLV17, Section 1.4] for more details.
This extra technical step is not necessary when d = Ω(log n).
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• The result still holds if we replace the adjacency matrix by the normalized Laplacian in
equation (15). In that case, we obtain a generalization of the Label Spreading algorithm
[ZBL+04], [CSZ06, Chapter 11].
• We can choose different values of α, as long as
∣∣α− αMF ∣∣ = O(√d).
• The core of the proof relies on the concentration of the adjacency matrix towards its expec-
tation. This result, as presented in [LLV17], holds under loose assumptions: it is valid for
any random graph whose edges are independent from each other. In particular, Theorem 3.4
is applicable to refined version of SBM, like Degree Corrected SBM (DC-SBM). To get a
recovery condition, one would then need to study the mean-field solution of that model.
Proof. Similarly to [AKL18] and [AD19], let us rewrite equation (15) as a perturbation of a
system of linear equations corresponding to the mean-field solution:(
EL˜+∆L˜)(XMF +∆X) = λS,
where L˜ = αIn −Aτ + λPL,∆X := X −XMF and ∆L˜ := L˜ − EL˜.
First, recall that a perturbation of a system of linear equations (A+∆A)(x+∆x) = b leads
to the following sensitivity inequality (see e.g., [HJ12]):
||∆x||
||x|| ≤ κ(A)
||∆A||
||A|| ,
where ||.|| is a matrix norm associated to a vector norm ||.|| (we use the same notations for
simplicity) and κ(A) := ||A−1||.||A|| is the condition number. In our case, the above inequality
can be rewritten as follows:
||X −XMF ||
||XMF || ≤
∣∣∣∣(E L˜)−1∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣∆ L˜∣∣∣∣, (17)
employing the Euclidean vector norm and spectral operator norm. The spectral study of E L˜ (see
Corollary A.3 in Appendix A.3) gives:∣∣∣∣∣∣(E L˜)−1∣∣∣∣∣∣ = 1
min
{|λ| : λ ∈ Sp(E L˜)} = 1αMF − t+2 ,
where αMF = n2 (pin − pout), and t+2 is defined in Corollary A.3 of Appendix A.3. Then, we
have
αMF − t+2 =
αMF + λ
2
(
1−
√
1− 4 λα
MF
(λ+ αMF )2
(θ + η)
)
. (18)
The last ingredient we need is the concentration of the adjacency matrix around its expecta-
tion. When d = Ω(log n), [FO05] showed that∣∣∣∣∣∣A− EA∣∣∣∣∣∣ = O(√d).
If d = o(log n), the same result holds with a proper pre-processing on A, and we refer the reader
to [LLV17] for more details. To keep notations short, we will omit this extra step in the proof.
Using this concentration bound, we have∣∣∣∣∣∣L˜ − EL˜∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ ||(α− αMF) In||+ ||A− EA||
≤ ∣∣ ||A|| − ||EA|| ∣∣+ ∣∣∣∣A− EA∣∣∣∣
≤ 2 ∣∣∣∣A− EA∣∣∣∣
≤ C
2
√
d,
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for some constant C . By putting all pieces together, equation (17) becomes
||X −XMF ||
||XMF || ≤
C
2
√
d
αMF − t+2
,
which together with (18) gives the stated result.
3.4 Ratio of misclassified nodes
We finish our analysis by deriving a bound on the number of misclassified nodes and specializing
the results in the limiting case of a very accurate oracle.
Theorem 3.5. LetM be the set of nodes misclassified by Algorithm 1 on an SSBM(n, pin, pout)
graph with a noisy oracle information S as defined in (1). W.h.p., for some constant C , the
following bound takes place
|M|
n
≤ C
(
1
1−
√
1− 4(θ + η) λ αMF
(λ+αMF )2
√
d
αMF + λ
)2
.
Proof. In order that a node i is correctly classified, the node’s value Xi should be close enough
to its mean-field value XMFi . By Proposition 3.2, we can see that if |Xi −XMFi | is smaller than
1−2s
2 , then an unlabeled node i will be correctly classified. This leads us to define the notion of
‘ǫ-bad nodes’. An unlabeled node i ∈ {1, . . . , n} is said to be ǫ-bad if |Xi − XMFi | > ǫ. We
denote by Bǫ the set of ǫ-bad nodes. The nodes that are not
1−2s
2 -bad are a.s. correctly classified.
From ||X −XMF ||2 ≥ ∑
i∈Bǫ
|Xi−XMFi |2, it follows that ||X −XMF ||2 ≥ |Bǫ| × ǫ2. Thus,
using Theorem 3.4 and the equation ||XMF ||2 =
√
n, we have w.h.p.
|Bǫ| ≤ C˜ 1
ǫ2
(
1
1−
√
1− 4(θ + η) λ αMF
(λ+αMF )2
√
d
αMF + λ
)2
n.
for some constant C˜ . If we take as ǫ a constant strictly smaller than 12 , then all nodes that are not
in Bǫ will be correctly classified by our algorithm. For such an epsilon, we haveM ⊂ Bǫ, and
this concludes the proof.
Lemma 3.6. Assume that λ≫ αMF . Then, the bound stated in Theorem 3.5 becomes
|M|
n
≤ C
(
pin + pout
pin − pout
)2
1
(θ + η)2d
.
Since the situation λ =∞ corresponds to a perfect oracle (θ = 0), the assumption λ≫ αMF
means that the oracle is very accurate. To give an example, suppose pin = cin
logn
n and pout =
cout
logn
n . From the definition of λ in Theorem 2.1, λ =
1
log(cin/cout)
log(ηθ ) + o(
logn
n ). Thus,
the assumption of Lemma 3.6 becomes equivalent to ηθ ≫ n. E.g., η = Θ(1) and θ = o
(
1
n
)
represent a very accurate oracle.
Proof. When λ≫ n pin−pout2 = αMF , we have:√
1− 4(θ + η) λ α
MF
(λ+ αMF )2
= 1− 2 (θ + η) α
MF
λ
+ o
(
αMF
λ
)
,
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and the bound stated in Theorem 3.5 becomes
|M|
n
≤ C
(θ + η)2
√
d
αMF
.
Since αMF = n2 (pin− pout) and d = n2 (pin + pout), we arrive to the statement of the lemma.
Corollary 3.7 (Almost exact recovery in the case of a very accurate oracle). Assume we have a
very accurate oracle, such that λ ≫ αMF . Furthermore, assume that the average degree goes
to infinity,
pin+pout
pin−pout = O(1), and θ + η (the expected ratio of labeled nodes) is ω
(
1√
d
)
. Then,
Algorithm 1 achieves asymptotically almost exact recovery.
Proof. By the assumptions of the corollary, (θ+η)2d→ +∞ and thus by Lemma 3.6, the fraction
of misclassified nodes Mn is of the order o(1).
The quantity θ + η is the expected ratio of labeled nodes. In particular, Corollary 3.7 allows
for a sub-linear number of labeled nodes, since θ + η can go to zero, but not slower than 1√
d
.
Corollary 3.8 (Detection in constant degree regime). Assume pin =
cin
n , pout =
cout
n , with
cin, cout being constants. Assume also that θ + η is constant, and that the oracle is very ac-
curate. Then, for
(cin−cout)2
cin+cout
bigger than some constant, w.h.p. Algorithm 1 performs better than
a random guess.
Proof. According to Lemma 3.6, the fraction of misclassified nodes is smaller than 12 when
(cin−cout)2
cin+cout
is larger than 4C(θ+η)2 , which is indeed a constant.
The quantity
(cin−cout)2
cin+cout
can be interpreted as the signal-to-noise ratio. It is unfortunate that
Corollary 3.8 does not allow us to control the constant in the statement of the corollary. This
constant comes from concentration of the adjacency matrix [LLV17]. Similar remarks were made
by [LLV17] for the analysis of Spectral Clustering in the constant degree regime.
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A Proofs of Section 3
A.1 Proof of continuous relaxation formulation
Proof of Proposition 3.1. The proof is straightforward from the expressions derived in Theo-
rem 2.1 and the fact that
Cut(Cσ1 , G) =
1
2
n∑
i,j=1
aij1(σi 6= σj)
=
1
2
∑
i,j
aij
1− σiσj
2
=
1
2
|E| − 1
4
σTAσ.
Similarly,
|Cσ1 |.|Cσ2 | =
n(n− 1)
2
− 1
4
σT 1n1
T
n σ.
Finally,
∣∣{i : Si = −σi}∣∣ = 1
4
n∑
i=0
1(Si 6= 0)|Si − σi|2
=
1
4
||Sℓ − σℓ||22
=
1
4
||S − PLσ||22,
where the last line holds since the vector S has zero entries on unlabeled nodes.
A.2 Mean-field analysis
Proof of Proposition 3.2. With block notation, equation (15) can be rewritten as follows:{
(αMF In −Aτ )uuXu = (Aτ )uℓXℓ,
(αMF In −Aτ )ℓℓXℓ + λ(Xℓ − Sℓ) = (Aτ )ℓuXu.
(19a)
(19b)
LetXMF be the mean field solution of this system (that is, replacing Aτ by EAτ ). For simplicity
of notation, we assume that the (θ + η)n first nodes are labeled, and among them the θn first are
the noisy ones. Let χn =
(
1n/2
−1n/2
)
. By symmetry, we have
XMFu = δ χ(1−θ−η)n and X
MF
ℓ =
(
γ1χθn
γ2χηn
)
,
Since α = ||Aτ ||, we have αMF = npin−pout2 . Furthermore,
(EAτ )uuX
MF
u = α
MF (1− θ − η)χ(1−θ−η)n,
thus
(αMF Iu − (EAτ )uu)XMFu = (θ + η)αMF δ χ|u|.
Moreover,
(EA)uℓX
MF
ℓ = α
MF (θγ1 + ηγ2)χ(1−θ−η)n.
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Hence, equation (19a) gives
δ = sγ1 + γ2(1− s). (20)
Similarly, equation (19b) leads to the system{−αMF δ + γ1(αMF + λ) + λ = 0,
−αMF δ + γ2(αMF + λ)− λ = 0.
Keeping in mind that δ = sγ1 +(1− s)γ2 (see equation (20)), the solution of the above system is
γ1 =
−λ+ (1− 2s)αMF
λ+ αMF
,
γ2 =
λ+ (1− 2s)αMF
λ+ αMF
,
and this ends the proof.
A.3 Spectral study of a perturbed rank-2 matrix
Lemma A.1 (Matrix determinant lemma). Suppose A ∈ Rn is invertible, and let U, V be two n
bym matrices. Then det(A+ UV T ) = detAdet(Im + V
TA−1U).
Proof. We take the determinant of both side of the equation(
A −U
V T I
)
=
(
A 0
V T I
)
.
(
I −A−1U
0 I + V TA−1U
)
and we note that
det
(
A −U
V T I
)
= det I det
(
A+ UV T
)
by the Schur complement formula (see e.g., [HJ12, Section 0.8.5]).
Proposition A.2. LetM = ZBZT , whereB =
(
a b
b a
)
is a 2×2matrix, andZ =
(
1n/2 0n/2
0n/2 1n/2
)
is an n× 2 matrix. Letm be an even number. We denote by PL the n× n diagonal matrix whose
first m2 and last
m
2 diagonal elements are 1, all other elements being zeros. Then,
det
(
tIn + λPL −M
)
= tn−m−2(t+ λ)m−2(t− t+1 )(t− t−1 )(t− t+2 )(t− t−2 )
with
t±1 =
1
2
(
n
2
(a+ b)− λ±
√(
λ+
n
2
(a+ b)
)2
− 2(a + b)λm
)
,
t±2 =
1
2
(
n
2
(a− b)− λ±
√(
λ+
n
2
(a− b)
)2
− 2(a − b)λm
)
.
Proof. For now, assume that t 6= −λ and t 6= 0. Then, tIn+λPL is invertible, and by LemmaA.1,
det
(
tIn + λPL −M
)
= det(tIn + λPL) det
(
I2 + Z
T (tIn + λPL)−1(−ZB)
)
= (t+ λ)mtn−m det
(
I2 − ZT (tIn + λPL)−1ZB
)
. (22)
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Moreover, (
tIn + λPL
)−1
=
1
t
(In − PL) + 1
t+ λ
PL
=
1
t
In − λ
t(t+ λ)
PL.
Therefore, we can write
ZT
(
tIn + λPL
)−1
ZB =
1
t
ZTZB − λ
t(t+ λ)
ZTPLZB
=
1
t
n
2
B − λ
t(t+ λ)
m
2
B
= xB,
where x :=
n
2
1
t(t+ λ)
(
t+ λ
(
1− m
n
))
. Thus, a direct computation of the determinant gives
det
(
I2 − ZT
(
tIn + λPL
)−1
ZB
)
=
(
1− x(a+ b)
)(
1− x(a− b)
)
.
Going back to equation (22), we can write
det
(
tIn + λPL −M
)
= (t+ λ)m−2tn−m−2P1(t)P2(t) (23)
with P1(t) = t(t+λ)− n2 (a+ b)
(
t+λ(1− mn )
)
and P2(t) = t(t+λ)− n2 (a− b)
(
t+λ(1− mn )
)
.
Since t ∈ R 7→ det(tIn + λPL −M) is continuous (even analytic), expression (23) is also valid
for t = 0 and t = −λ. We end the proof by observing that
P1(t) = (t− t+1 )(t− t−1 ),
P2(t) = (t− t+2 )(t− t−2 ),
with t±1 and t
±
2 defined in the proposition statement.
Corollary A.3. Consider an SSBM, with pin > pout > 0, and with S being the oracle information
defined in (1). Let d = n2 (pin + pout), α
MF = n2 (pin − pout), and λ, τ defined as in Theorem 5.
Let Aτ := A − τ1n1Tn and PL be the diagonal matrix whose element (PL)i is 1 if Si 6= 0, and 0
otherwise. Then, the spectrum of EL˜ = αMF In − EAτ + λPL is{
α− t±1 ;α− t±2 ;α;α + λ;
}
,
where
t±1 =
1
2
(
d− λ±
√
(λ+ d)2 − 4dλ (η + θ)
)
,
t±2 =
1
2
(
αMF − λ±
√(
λ+ αMF
)2
− 4αMFλ (η + θ)
)
.
Proof. We have EAτ = ZMZ
T with M =
(
pin − τ pout − τ
pout − τ pin − τ
)
and Z =
(
1n/2 0n/2
0n/2 1n/2
)
.
Hence, we can apply Proposition A.2 to compute the characteristic polynomial of EL˜. For x ∈ R,
det
(
EL˜ − xIn
)
= det
(
(α− x)In − EAτ + λPL
)
,
whose roots are α− t±1 , α− t±2 , α, and α+ λ.
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